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VISION:

King Daudi Cwa II International Memorial University is to combine the best of what is known as application-based scientific approach to learning, incorporating hands-on-

experience on the part of students.. To be a skill training institution that will make us a part of a worldwide learning community dedicated to educational and or hands on 

excellence.

MISSION: King Daudi Cwa II Memorial University aim is to offer exemplary International education that encourages inquiry and trains the mind to analyze, reflect and 

synthesize. To provide a system that respects the base knowledge, at  the same time addresses the need for intellectually challenging and inclusive learning materials. 

OBJECTIVES:

• Student-Centered: We are committed to education, inquiry and service in order to meet students' changing needs. We foster lifelong learning, civic and social responsibility, 

leadership, individual and career growth. 

• Learning-Centered: We nurture intellectual flexibility, knowledge and skills by integrating teaching, research, assessment and learning to promote continuous improvement of 

our scholarly community. 

• Excellence: We pursue excellence within the campus community through opportunities for achievement in teaching, research, scholarship, creative activity and service. 

• Diversity: We embrace diversity in all of its dimensions realizing that mutual respect for individuality and the inclusion of all are vital for both personal and institutional 

success. 

• Service: We support and recognize service at all levels of the university. We strive to contribute to the benefit of the university, the great lakes, the state, the nation and the 

world. 

• Integrity: We hold high standards of character and integrity as the foundations upon which the University is built. 

PHILOSOPHY:

We believe the students are our future...

We believe each and every student has the potential to bring something unique and special to the world. Helping students to develop their potential by believing in them as 

capable individuals. We will assist students in discovering who they are, so they can express their own opinions and nurture their own ideas. We have a vision of a world where 

people learn to respect, accept, and embrace the differences between us, as the core of what makes life so fascinating.

Teaching them well and let them lead the way...

Every classroom presents a unique community of learners that varies not only in abilities, but also in learning styles. My role as an Educator is to give students the tools with 

which to cultivate their own gardens of knowledge. To accomplish this goal, We MUST attend to the needs of each child so that all learners can feel capable and successful. We 

must present  a curriculum that involves the interests of the students and make learning relevant to life. We must incorporate themes, integrated units, projects, group work, 

individual work, and hands-on learning in order to make students active learners. Finally, We will tie learning into the world community to help students become caring and active 

members of society. 

Showing them all the beauty they possess inside. Giving them a sense of pride...

Our classrooms are a caring, safe, and equitable environment where each student can blossom and grow. We allow students to become responsible members of their classroom 

community by using strategies such as class meetings, positive discipline, and democratic principles. In showing students how to become responsible for themselves as well as 

their own learning, we are giving them the tools to become successful in life, to believe in themselves, and to love themselves.

Let the student's laughter remind us how we used to be...

Teaching is a lifelong learning process of learning about new philosophies and new strategies, learning from the parents and community, learning from colleagues, and especially 

learning from the students themselves.  Students have taught us to open my our minds and our hearts  to the joys, the innocence, and the diversity of ideas in the world. 
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FORWARD FROM THE FOUNDER,

Education is a constant and creative a progression. It aims to develop, expand and nurture the capabilities 

underlying in human nature for personal enrichment and progress of society. It is important to equip young 

learners with scholastic, physical, emotional, social and moral awareness for their holistic development. 

The growing concern for the global education around the word has initiated global communication, international 

opportunities and cultural diversity in educational arena. Today, we need an education that prepares the young 

learners not only to serve their nation and society only but also to be an element of change to the world at 

large.

At King Daudi Cwa II International Memorial University our main goal is to offer exemplary International 

education that encourages inquiry and trains the mind to analyze, reflect and synthesize. To provide a system 

that respects the base knowledge, at the same time addresses the need for intellectually challenging and 

inclusive learning materials. By creating a SKILL TRAINING INSTITUTION we are attempting to combine the 

best of what is known as application-based scientific approach to learning, incorporating hands-on-experience 

on the part of students. Being a SKILL TRAINING INSTITUTION also makes us a part of a worldwide learning 

community dedicated to educational and or hands on excellence.

We have an excellent panel of professional educators both local and international that are there to ensure a 

persisting and appropriate progress of students’ IQ, EQ and PQ (Intelligent Quotient, Emotional Quotient and 

Physical Quotient). 

As we initiate our mission of complete global education we BELIEVE that all Associates of KDCU will ACHIEVE 

academic as well as personal excellence in a safe, positive and dynamic learning environment

On the threshold of the new millennium what exactly should be the vision of a school in Education? The role of 

education is to bring about a new vision and a new heart- this is possible only when there is fundamental 

change in values. Whatever form our education may take, it has to be value-based. Not that there are no 

values in today’s education. But the need is that, students should try to learn to get and fix their priorities right 

and clarify their values and beliefs when these are in conflict with another set of values. They need the grit to 

uphold these values when challenged by others. There is a dire need to strengthen inter religious and inter-

communal ties among our students.

Keeping this in view, LIJIF as an organization was laid in the year 2006 by the Founder, Prince Nelson 

Ssemmuggalwa Kimera hence the birth of KDCU.
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Without any aid from the US government, without any financial (backing) support 

what so ever but The Founders’ Effort and  the Founding Director and Board 

Member’s desire and likes to give a Hand, the Projects have often taken off and we 

have trudged ahead over the years. Through rain and shine, through thick and thin-

we have woven our path with the sole aim of providing good quality education, help 

to those at risk a character-building atmosphere and above all, making things and 

services available which were not easily there. Our students are the soul of our 

institution and when I see the smile on their faces, the sparkle in their eyes, the glow 

on their visage- I know I am heading towards my aim.

The school has an enormous potential to help the students to meet the challenges of 

life. The type of education, which KDCU strives to promote, aims at developing in its 

students an awareness of their rights and duties as members of the human family. 

Skills that they can travel with even without their diplomas or certifications even in 

times of crisis. It helps them to take their place in society, since it teaches young 

boys & girls, mature and adult men and women, those in other institutions and out of 

education of different social, cultural and religious background to live together in the 

spirit of togetherness and sharing so that in the world of tomorrow; they may be 

better than the best.

Here we lay emphasis not only on academic excellence; but also on inculcation of 

high values; physical development and honoring the creativity of students. Thus to 

the countries we serve and no doubt to the whole World, we are contributing at 

large, turning them into responsible and useful citizens of the future.

Learning should be a lifelong activity, particularly so, in this century, when we are 

experiencing a great knowledge explosion using a variety of modern pedagogies. 

KDCU makes learning a pleasant and purposeful activity. Our students come from 

various parts of the countries and the world with varied cultural and educational 

backgrounds. We aim at equipping them with required knowledge, skills and 

attitudes. 
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We maintain a reputation of up-to-date curricula quality of teaching and rigorous testing a system even 

with the advanced United States system of education and are proud to disclose that a number of would be 

Nurses, LVNs,  Health IT consultants, Cosmetologists, Counselors, Media Executives and Engineers are 

shaped here every day. 

Members of KDCU like Rotarians, Lions Club Members, Red Cross, YMCA and other institutions in the 

field of helping others, are in the first rank in the best when a drum for help sounds in case of disaster 

worldwide. KDCU acquired 4.05 hectares of land and  is in a process to improve and construct 13 storied 

buildings, seven of them half way done for a Health Care Center and a Science University School, a 

Special Nursing Facility the first in Uganda and much more on the way.  The beautiful buildings, amidst 

forests, non-tarmac but trimmed roads have been dressed up to provide a unique abode for the scholars. 

Here, away from the anxieties of life, a trainee can find the necessary space and encouragement to grow 

fully into a professional with the feeling of self worth and pride. The organization endeavors to impart the 

modern/skill education to prepare the students for the fast changing present world, suffused with the 

scientific and technological advancement, and at the same time based on local and national country 

heritage and philosophies.

“An Educated Nation is a Healthy Nation and a Healthy Nation is always going to be a Productive 

Nation and so to the World here we come.”-Prince Nelson.”

At Buntaba, the woods are lovely dark and deep, the silence of the environment and the singing of the 

birds makes it a tranquil of total reservation and eternity. But I have promised to keep miles to go before I 

can finally fall asleep. With our students, parents, sponsors and well wishers and prayers from all ethnics 

and religions, we hope to reach the top of the Mountain and see the land once promised. I once walked 

six miles to and from school, I many times stayed hungry while seeking education, many times I had no 

uniform, for so long I could not be on time at school and like many I know, I peddled goods in the market 

to pay for my tuition and yes I failed to sit for Advanced level exams over not having registered  due to 

financial difficulties and yes I know your problems. We will do our best to serve you all, what it takes is 

your desire and willingness to get the education you so much yearn for. 

Welcome to KDCU.
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HRH Prince Ssemuggalwa Kimera Nelson.

Founder/C.E.O
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OUR HISTORY

From Plot 17, Kakungulu Road Ntinda to 4330 Old Kiira Road  

Ntinda to then our new two campuses.

Main Campus at Bunnamwaya and Kalagala Respectfully.



7Our history shaped our future, reason we stand today.



OUR  HISTORY
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Students In Action for Services.  Compassion, Care and Love Is what we stand for.
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MAJOR CAMPUS BUNAMWAYA . 

“an Educated Nation is a Healthy Nation and a 

Healthy Nation is a Productive one..”

www.kdcu.org

+256-392-166-666 
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THE CAMPUS AT KALAGALA. 
“an Educated Nation is a Healthy Nation and 

a Healthy Nation is a Productive one..”
www.kdcu.org

+256-392-166-666 



King Daudi Cwa II International Memorial University.
For Certificate in Basic Health Care (12 Months), Contact the Office of Special Education.

Application Procedure: Paying the application fee, collecting, filling and returning the application forms to any of the offices listed, with: copies of O’, 
A ‘level  certificates and other relevant pass slips, four current coloured passport size photographs.
Application                      50,000/=
Registration                     50,000/=
Admission                      100,000/=
Development fee            50,000/=
Library user fee               50,000/=
Computer user fee         30,000/=

Others Payable Once A Year
Students Guild fee         50,000/= (Per Year)
Students ID                     30,000/= (Per year)
NCHE                                50,000/= (Per Year)
Medical Cover           100,000/= (Per Year) (Basic)

ALL PACKAGED COURSES IN HEALTH COST  UG SHS: 2,000,000 Nationals.
$2500 International Students in [requirements and  Training]. 
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NURSE and NURSE AIDE/MIDWIFERY SKILL TRAINING:
Nurse Aide assistants do work along Certified Nurses to fulfil the 
requests and desires of Patients and Doctors. Nurse Aides normally 
will work in Adult care facilities, Hospitals, Clinics, Cottages and “live 
in” private facilities.
It is a fulfilling sense of responsibility if done well and according to 
guidelines set up by the Health care Programs as governed by 
Governments and governing agencies. We do follow the American 
Education System of Training and Certification.  We work hand in 
hand with Institutions and accrediting agencies in countries we 
operate in so as for our trainees to benefit from their respective 
home areas. We do have 51 Classroom hours and 24 clinical hours to 
match the Texas Nurse Aid training as our base. 
With some other coordinates in Thailand and the USA, our best 
students can be given further opportunities to get further training in 
Nurse Aid Areas and  R.H.P (Recirculatory Haemapofusion Treatment 
Training) We as well offer, Medical Assistant courses, CPR/ EAD 
Training, Fire Hazard Prevention, Medication Aide Courses and much 
more.

COMPUTER TRAINING:
Computer Training is one growing education sect in African 
countries. ICT as it is called is a requirement for most 
students however in some areas the would be starter 
courses in High School are taught at a University level 
hence leaving many trainees behind at the advanced level 
of training.
And so we chose to concentrate on Skills more than any 
other oratory structure of training, giving students lots of 
information and training in the shortest period as deemed 
by the schedules and sessions available. We do train 
students in Computer Basics (Microsoft Office, Oracle, 
Internet and Publishing), Network Administration, systems 
security, Html, XTML, Java Scripting and Coding and Web 
and Graphic Designs. MORE INFORMATION ON THE BACK 
EXTENSIVELY.
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LVN/LPN (Licensed Vocational Nurse/Licensed Practical Nurse:
Licensed practical nurse (LPN) is the term used in much of the United 
States and most Canadian provinces to refer to a nurse who cares for 
"people who are sick, injured, convalescent, or disabled under the 
direction of registered nurses and physicians."[1] The term licensed 
vocational nurses (LVN) is used in the U.S. states of California and 
Texas.
Equivalent professions outside the United States are "registered 
practical nurse" (RPNs) in the Canadian province of Ontario, 
"enrolled nurses" (ENs) or "Division 2 nurses" in Australia and New 
Zealand, "state enrolled nurses" (SENs) in the United Kingdom.

Midwifery:
Midwifery is a health care profession in which providers 
offer care to childbearing women during pregnancy, labor 
and birth, and during the postpartum period. They also 
help care for the newborn and assist the mother with 
breastfeeding.

A practitioner of midwifery is known as a midwife, a term 
used in reference to both women and men, although the 
majority of midwives are female.[1] In addition to 
providing care to women during pregnancy and birth, 
many midwives also provide primary care to women, well-
woman care related to reproductive health, annual 
gynecological exams, family planning, and menopausal 
care.
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EKG TECHNICIAN:
An electrocardiograph (ECG or EKG) technician is responsible for 
operating equipment that measures patients' heart activity in order 
to allow physicians to diagnose and treat problems and diseases of 
the cardiac and peripheral vascular systems. Becoming an ECG 
technician involves choosing the right subjects at high school and 
earning a high school diploma, researching the duties of an ECG 
technician, earning an associate's degree in cardiovascular 
technology, and pursuing a bachelor's degree in cardiopulmonary 
science in order to enhance your career prospects. Read the 
following steps to find out how to become an ECG technician.

MEDICATION AIDE:
A medication aide, also referred to as a medical technician, 
distributes patient medications in nursing homes, schools, 
correctional  facilities, or other non-hospital, assisted living facilities 
for the physically or mentally disabled. Medication aides are 
directly supervised by doctors or other licensed caretakers. They 
typically assist patients in properly taking oral, topical, or 
intravenous prescriptions in correct dosages, as well as adhering to 
strict medical regimens. A medication aide also supervises patients 
to ensure they do not have any adverse reactions after taking their 
medications. 

Knowledge on the classifications and side effects of drugs is a main 
requirement of medication aides. They need to know how to 
differentiate dangerous sedatives and narcotics from more basic 
daily medications. They also need to know the dangers of 
combining certain drugs. Since a medication aide may deal with 
many potentially addictive substances, he or she is usually required 
to take inventory of drugs at the beginning and end of his or her 
shift to prevent theft or overdose. These programs can have our 
students working in no time while pursuing higher education in the 
field of health.  It as well encourages the desire to love this 
challenging profession of health.
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MESSAGE THERAPIST:
Massage involves working and acting on the body with pressure –
structured, unstructured, stationary, or moving – tension, motion, or 
vibration, done manually or with mechanical aides. Target tissues 
may include muscles, tendons, ligaments, fascia, skin, joints, or other 
connective tissue, as well as lymphatic vessels, or organs of the 
gastrointestinal system. Massage can be applied with the hands, 
fingers, elbows, knees, forearm, and feet. There are over eighty 
different recognized massage modalities. The most cited reasons for 
introducing massage as therapy have been client demand and 
perceived clinical effectiveness.

In professional settings massage involves the client being treated 
while lying on a massage table, sitting in a massage chair, or lying on 
a mat on the floor. The massage subject may be fully clothed or 
unclothed. In the case of the latter, the parts of the body that are not 
being massaged are usually covered with towels or sheets, but this 
can depend on the preference of the therapists and the type of work 
being performed. Almost all states in the US have licensing 
requirements for massage therapists.

MEDICAL ASSISTANT:
Medical assistants are an integral part of the allied health 
aspect of healthcare who perform administrative and/or 
clinical tasks to support the work of physicians and other 
health professionals.  They perform routine tasks and 
procedures such as measuring patients' vital signs, 
administering medications and injections, recording 
information in medical records-keeping systems, preparing 
and handling medical instruments and supplies, and 
collecting and preparing specimens of bodily fluids and 
tissues for laboratory testing.

The term "medical assistant" may have legal status in all 
nations where they can be certified or registered, whereas 
elsewhere they may be a loosely defined group (covering 
related occupational titles such as ‘medical office 
assistant’, ‘clinical assistant’, 'assistant medical officer', or 
‘ophthalmic assistant’). The term should not be confused 
with physician assistants, who may perform advanced 
clinical, therapeutic and surgical procedures. However 
with the advent of Advanced Medical Assisting, physicians 
are experiencing a greater level of assistance than ever 
seen before.
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PHYSICAL THERAPIST:
Physical Therapy Technicians assist Registered Physical Therapists by 
helping patients and their families understand treatments and adjust 
to rehabilitation. PMI's Physical Therapy Technician schooling will 
train you in patient procedures including:

• Exercise for increasing strength, endurance, coordination and 
range of motion
• Electrical stimulation to activate paralyzed muscles
• Instruction in carrying out everyday activities in the use of helping 

devices
• Application of massage, heat, cold, light, water or electricity to 

relieve pain or improve the condition of the muscle or skin

SURGICAL TECHNICIAN:
A surgical technologist, also called "scrub tech," "surgical 
technician," or "operating room technician", is an allied 
health professional working as a part of the team 
delivering surgical care in some countries. They possess 
knowledge and skills in sterile and aseptic  techniques. 
There are few mandatory professional requirements for 
surgical technologists, and the scope of practice varies 
widely across countries and jurisdictions. Surgical 
technologist attend junior colleges and technical schools, 
and many are trained in military training schools. In the 
military they perform the duties of both the circulator and 
the scrub. The bulk of training is done in the operating 
room, and they are trained by giving them progressively 
more difficult surgical cases to scrub, until they are able to 
scrub all types of surgical procedures, this can take a few 
years. The goal  is for surgical technologist to be able to 
anticipate the next move the surgeon is going to make in 
order to make the procedure as  smooth and efficient as 
possible.
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MEDICAL RECORDS TECHNICIAN:
Medical records and health information technicians organize and 
manage health information data by ensuring its quality, accuracy, 
accessibility, and security in both paper and electronic systems. They 
use various classification systems to code and categorize patient 
information for  reimbursement purposes, for databases and 
registries, and to maintain patients’ medical and treatment histories.

EMS/EAD/CPR -TECHNICIAN:
The Emergency Medical Technician (EMT) provides basic 
and advanced life support to patients in the pre-hospital 
emergency setting. Specific EMT functions include: 
establishment and maintenance of airway administration 
of cardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPR); control of 
hemorrhage; treatment of shock; immobilization of 
fractures; bandaging of wounds; assisting in childbirth; 
management of patients with behavioral disorders; and 
initiation of treatment for poisoned and burned victims. 
Graduates are qualified to take the National Registry 
Examination for certification as an EMT- Basic and EMT-
Intermediate (I-85) and may apply for work with an 
ambulance service.
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COUNSELING:
Led by a Certified Counsellor and Member of the Uganda 
Counselling Association, The Counselling department does 
conduct counselling in three major areas.
•Drug and Alcohol Counselling.
Hiv counselling for Women, Couples and Children. 
•Advocacy for those that need legal help especially women 
and children.
The department does go to schools to train first aid and as 
well educate the mass of hygiene recommendations and 
nutritional needs for children and adults.
The Department that has seven counsellors is governed by the 
Board of Directors and the Advisory Board that helps mandate 
what is needed by the Public.
Microbicides are given and Posters are sold to those that need 
to learn or practice safe provisions to first aid in many 
emergencies including bleeding, chocking, respiratory and 
cardiac arrest and much more.

CAREER COUNSELING:
Trainees in our organization in several of the mentioned 
training categories do work in some of our facilities 
however efforts are made by the counselling department 
to help those that graduate to create good resumes and as 
well contact our affiliates to have them hired. We do not 
guarantee work but we do our level best to give them 
directions for a reasonable period of time. We work with 
Employers listed in our data base to solicit for jobs, 
arrange Job fairs and internships.
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RADIO  BROADCASTING AND AUDIO PRODUCTION:
A Radio Station and Audio Recording Studio is another venture 
we have exposed to students whose desire is to intern and as 
well gain hands on experience. Located on the Top floor of our 
Empowerment Centers, Students enjoy the experience of 
educating others on air and recording programs that benefit 
the Youth, Babies and Adults as well.
The radio Station is also a tool to transmit messages to the 
public.  Ganyana Radio and Eager o’ Nelson Productions 
Studios work hand in hand to produce music and audio files 
that educate the mass. Talented Students can have a chance if 
picked to have their  research visually or in audio produced 
and marketed for free as long as it is deemed educative.

TELEVISION STATION:
On the same Top floor, a Television Station  Buladde
Television has been designed and is waiting a License to 
operate. Equipment has been purchased and its core 
existence is to offer educational programs as well. Only 
difference is that they are visual. While scripting 
producing, broadcasting students can be part of the crew 
as they master skills hands on. We will take only students 
whose courses match our programs from respective 
training institutions. An adaptation from the PBS stations 
in the United States based in Boston, a view of any 
learning adult or student makes learning as visual and  
easier for future use.

Check office for start dates and training 
manuals and requirements

Check office for start dates and training 
manuals and requirements
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Come experience hologram training of

Anatomy, Satelite log in into USA

Hospitals, Simulated Manikins and four

Ambulances for EMS training, Factory

programmed Apple Mac Computers

and Factory programmed projectors

for Science and Computer students in

our recreational areas and get real life

experience of patients in treatment,

Telemetery training for every care giver,

EMS, RRT, ICU, OR, OBY GYN Experts

do the magic. Do not forget a School

Information Intergrated System to ease

your enrollment and day to day updates

of your learning experience.

+256-392-166-666/+256-705-000-003

e-mail: c.e.o@kdcu.org

DAUDI CWA II



MULTI-PURPOSE PITCH

WE ARE A 501 (C) 3 TAX EXEMPT EIN # 20-4189062 DLN:#17053094325038 A 
PUBLIC CHARITY, STATUS # 170 (b) (1) (A) (vi). Formed January 30, 2006. We are 
USAID Partners, We are PVO registered and we are CCR Registered with the US 

Government.
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LOCATED AT:  Plot  98,  block 80 Buntaba Road, Buntaba Village, 

Kalagala- Ddundu Kiryammuli,   Mukono District, Uganda.

Tel:  Office Principal +256-392-670-000 e-mail: principal@kdcu.org

University Secretary Tel: +256-706-600-600 e-mail: university.secretary@kdcu.org

AERIAL OVER VIEW  OF  SITE                                                      HOSPITAL ,                                   BOARDING ROOMS

SPECIAL NURSING FACILITYMAIN  ACADEMIC  BUILDING
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Labs, Simulation rooms, 3D 

Hologram Medical training facilities 

and small class rooms, Libraries in 

different settings  and  computer 

labs.

+256-392-670-000 e-mail: 

Registrar@kdcu.org 

DAUDI CWA II ACADEMIC BUILDING
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We have been offering  free EMS services in 

partnership with Nagguru/China Hospital and Mulago 

Hospital.

+256-392-599-999 e-mail:  hospital@kdcu.org 

MARY NASSIWA HOSPITAL BUILDING 
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Our Hostel for both Male and 

Female. Well designed bedrooms 

and beds to suit everyone’s 

needs. Come enjoy the 

hospitality.

+256-392-174-635 e-mail 

hostel@kdcu.orgCustom Bedrooms in all sizes, 

laundry room, reading room, 

game room, exercise room.

ELIZABETH  RUTABALENGYA HOSTEL
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SNF (SPECIAL NURSING FACILITIES)
Nursing Home,  Alzheimer's care, Hospice Care, 

Elderly Special Care, Postmortem services and 

Family counseling and funeral preparation.

Call for information:

+256-750-000-003 e-mail: snf@kdcu.org 

Islamic Prayer room                      body preparation                    Christian Prayer room                      Funeral Service

Hospice Care                               Nursing Home                                   Skilled Staff                     Alzeiheimers facility

LIVINGSTONE MUSISI BUILDING
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KING FREDDIE LUWANGULA INT’L STADIUM

“Lions & Horses”

Motto:  “for the Lions & Horses, we serve”
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KING FREDRICK LUWANGULA MUTEESA II MUSEAUM 
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These Products are approved and licensed for use in many countries for SAFE USE.

Approved in New Zealand Approval Number ERMA200531.

Approved in Australia Approval Number 62279/42774

Approved in the Kingdom of Tonga

Approved in India Approval Number 102133-AO1

Approved in Uganda by National Drug Authority as a CAT-10 (PHP). PHA-044

PRODUCTS  OF  THE  RESEARCH  DEPARTMENT OF  THE  INSTITUTE

EARL RICHARD MEMORIAL RESEARCH CENTER

The Institution’s research Department teamed up with Australian and Malaysian researchers to tackle the Malaria Problem by 

Inventing a bio-friendly Mosquito Repellant candle, A Bio-friendly forest saving fire lighting chemical known as SURESTART and a

bio friendly-cooking paste that speeds up cooking 80% normal cooking  time. Fit for armed forces on the battle field. All Bio-

Graded and approved in over seven countries and being sold all over Australia. . Sponsored by Earl and Nelson Global and  Sure Products 

Australia.
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Bio-Med research: Cancer Cell Research, Malaria 

research, RHP Research Treatment for AIDS e.t.c 

and Oxy Ozone treatment for CANCER as an 

alternative medicine. Herbal Research Center.

+256-701-858-818 e-mail: Research@kdcu.org

R.I.P EARL  RICHARD

BIO-MED RESEARCH-EARL RICHARD RESEARCH CENTER

R.H.P

China Beijing University Guests

Friend, Paul Simon

Hermann Hospital 1995 Volunteering.

Grandmothers: Mother to my father and 

Sister to my Grandfather.

Autumn Grove 

Cottage Heights, TX.
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SURE             PRODUCTS.

Late: Earl Richards Mike Gurney Mathew Concord

Earl has a university degree in 

Marketing obtained from Sydney 

University,  CEO roles in various 

industries for the past 30 years and 

now heads up the manufacturing, 

research and development and 

marketing and sales departments of 

Sure Products. The Chief Inventor 

and Owner of the patents for all 

Sure. He is the father to Prince 

Nelson, Jason Richard and Father –

in- Law to Mathew Concord. And the 

chief funding officer to the Institution 

and its research base.  (passed on in 

2017 in  May.) R.I.P. father.

Michael Gurney has over 20 

years experience in an 

Operations Manager and CEO 

position within construction 

and manufacturing and has 

extensive knowledge in all 

areas of business operations. 

Michael works closely with 

Earl in the distribution and 

sales areas of all Sure 

Products.  He funded the 

research of the safety and 

manufacturing of the products 

for over seven years.

Mathew has extensive 

experience in raw material 

manufacturing, Sales and 

Distribution and people 

management, with over 15 

years hands on experience, 

Mathew is now the head 

Distribution Manager for all 

Sure Products distributors 

through out the world.  He is 

in Charge of Australian 

Distribution and Sales and 

the quality aspect of the 

products.

Prince Nelson Ssemmuggalwa

Prince Nelson Ssemmuggalwa is a 

Medical Biology Major at Prairie 

View University in Prairie View 

Texas. A Recipient of a 

Congressional Medal of Distinction  

in 2004 by President George Bush; 

the highest given to a civilian by the 

United States Congress. He is the 

C.E.O of several companies in 

Uganda and founder of a US 

Charity, Life in Jesus International 

Foundation Inc. He is the owner of 

the rights to Manufacture and 

Distribute the products all over 

Africa, Europe  and the Americas.
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The fight against Malaria in the tropics is everyone’s fight. Let us Educate, research and be innovative by creating 

awareness and helping in the new technology in the fight against this deadly struggle.

+256-392-670-000 for information. Licensed in Uganda by the Founder as Earl & Nelson Global  to Manufacture, Market and Distribute these products  in Africa.
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Computer Information Systems Degree Program
Computer information systems specialists and management professionals design, build, and implement software solutions that are the
driving force in every business, not-for-profit, and government agencies. They're also relied upon to analyze existing systems and discover
new ways to optimize their performance. So, it's no surprise that significant job growth is expected in computing fields over the next
several years. When you earn your bachelor's degree in Computer Information Systems (CIS) from KDCU, choosing from nine career-
specific specializations, you'll gain skills and knowledge that can be applied in nearly every industry.
Degree: Bachelor of Science in Computer Information Systems.
Graduation Requirements: 8 full-time semesters, 124 credit hours
Flexible Study: Take your classes at KDCU through a mix of online and on campus classes. Each term you can choose the mix of classes
that helps you balance personal priorities and keeps you moving toward your goals.
Learn more about how your bachelor's degree in Computer Information Systems from KDCU can be applied in a variety of fields and lead
to career success.
Specializations
We offer 9 specializations within the Computer Information Systems degree program. Students dedicate at least 16 credit hours of their 
coursework to their preferred specialization. Or, in lieu of choosing a specialization, you may customize your studies within your 
Computer Information Systems degree program by selecting the Flex Option

Electronics and Computer Technology Associate Degree Program

Every company, every industry, and even a growing number of households rely on a variety of technological devices for their

communications, operations, and security needs. Earn your associate degree in Electronics and Computer Technology (ECT) from KDC

University and develop the skills needed to keep our wired and wireless world running at peak performance. Technology degree holders

work in areas such as field service, sales and manufacturing, building, installing, testing, evaluating, and maintaining electronic systems,

tools, and equipment.

http://www.devry.edu/degree-programs/college-engineering-information-sciences/flex-option-about.html
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At King Daudid Cwa II International Memorial University, you have the option of taking all or some* of your Electronics and

Computer Technology courses online. Whether online or on campus, a qualified practitioner faculty will teach your Electronics and

Computer Technology courses, and you'll have regular opportunities for collaboration and interaction with classmates.

Graduation Requirements: 5 full-time semesters, 71 credit hours

Electronics and computer technology courses

• Programming Concepts – This course familiarizes students with programming logic, including basic control

structures, modularization, and systems programming. Using high-level languages such as flowchart-based

languages, students apply programming concepts to technical problems in practical situations.

• Introduction to Networking – Introducing the underlying technology of local area networks (LANs), wide area

networks (WANs), and the Internet, this course covers networking media, the Open System Interconnection (OSI)

model, transmission control protocol/Internet protocol (TCP/IP), an overview of routing and switching, and small

network configuration and troubleshooting.

• Introduction to Routing – This course introduces router configuration, maintenance and troubleshooting; routing

protocols; and use of access control lists (ACLs) as a traffic management tool. Students gain command-line-

interface (CLI) knowledge and configure local and wide area networks with routers.

• Hardware and Software – Exploring the PC system from software, hardware, and operating system points of

view, this course covers hardware topics like system boards, processors, memory, power supplies, input/output

(I/O) ports, internal adapters, printers, and basic networking devices. Software topics include client/server

operating systems and installation, as well as licensing software applications.

• Electronic Systems III – Exploring solid-state devices such as diodes, bipolar and field effect transistors, and

operational amplifiers, as well as their use in signal processing applications such as amplification and filtering, students

gain proficiency in working with integrated circuits, and in building and troubleshooting power supplies and operational

amplifier applications.
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Computer Forensics Specialization

Computer forensics experts acquire, investigate, and report on the electronic evidence of criminal cases. This Computer Forensics specialization can

help you master leading computer forensic software applications and gain an understanding of the diversity of computer crime and the laws and

principals concerned with computer forensics and electronic evidence. You'll also learn how to discover data that resides in a computer system, and

recover deleted, encrypted, or damaged file information. With this high-demand skill set, you'll play a key role in identifying and prosecuting

criminals.
Computer Forensics Courses

• Digital Crime: Evidence and Procedure – Through an introduction to basic legal concepts and evidentiary procedures for investigating

criminal activity involving computers and computer-based systems, students in this course explore practical application of law and legal

procedures in the digital age.

• Computer Ethics – Students in this course explore the nature and social impact of computer technology, and the corresponding formulation and

justification of governmental and organizational policies for ethical uses of such technology. Topics include legal, ethical, and sociological concerns

about the ubiquity of computer software and hardware, as well as concerns about the proliferation and pervasive nature of computer networks.

• Digital Forensics I and II – The first course focuses on applying basic forensic techniques used to investigate illegal and unethical activity within a PC or

local area network (LAN) environment and then resolving related issues. The second explores advanced investigative techniques to track leads over

local and wide area networks, including international computer crime.

• Information Systems Security Planning and Audit – This course provides an in-depth look at the kind of risk factor analysis that must be

performed in order to design a flexible and comprehensive security plan. Topics include assessing threats, developing countermeasures,

protecting information, using auditing practices to verify compliance with policies and procedures, and building a case for presentation in

private and public settings.

Database Management Specialization
Master the principles, tools, and techniques used in the design, programming, administration, and security of database management systems with
a Database Management specialization. As a professional in this field, you'll be relied upon to analyze the data needs of an organization or
company, and determine how to organize and store the data in logical and useful ways. You'll be able to find opportunities in a variety of in-
demand, database-related, technology career fields, holding positions such as data analyst, database administrator, or database designer.
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Database Management Courses

• Advanced Database – In addition to data mining and warehousing, this course introduces database implications of efficient

and effective transaction processing, including error handling, data validation, security, stored procedures and triggers,

record locking, commit and rollback. Oracle and DB2 are the primary relational database management systems (RDBMS)

used.

• Database Administration – This course introduces a variety of database administration topics, including capacity planning,

database management system (DBMS) architecture, performance tuning, backup, recovery and disaster planning,

archiving, reorganization, and defragmentation.
• Advanced Topics in Database – Students in this course explore database topics such as dynamic structured query

language (SQL), complex queries, data warehousing, reporting capability creation, performance tuning, and data security

practices and technologies.
Enterprise Computing Specialization

Set yourself apart with KDC University's Enterprise Computing specialization, where you'll gain an understanding of end-to-

end systems solutions found in a modern data center, including IBM Power Systems and IBM System Z platforms. With

dwindling IT resources and escalating real estate and energy costs, competing in a global economy demands the expertise to

keep high volume, large-scale critical operations functioning smoothly and efficiently. That's why we've partnered with IBM,

their clients and business partners to develop this comprehensive Enterprise Computing curriculum.

The next generation of enterprise systems experts will need to help companies and organizations leverage the superior

security, availability, scalability and other operational advantages of the mainframe, including reduced power and cooling

costs, as energy consumption becomes a deciding factor in the modern data center.

Enterprise Computing Courses

• Enterprise System Architecture and Administration - Exploring mid-range and mainframe system architecture,

hardware, configuration, and operating system concepts, students in this course gain understanding of the

reasons companies choose mid-range and large-scale systems for their computing environment.

• Enterprise Systems Application Development I - This course builds on basics of design, coding and scripting, as well

as database connectivity for web-based applications. Coursework introduces concepts of data interchange, message

exchange, web application components, and service-oriented architecture (SOA), and employs programming languages

such as Java, PHP and RPG.
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• Enterprise System Application Development II - Students in this course construct business-oriented programs that incorporate service

oriented architecture (SOA) in an integrated computing environment, with a focus on business flexibility and responsiveness to change.

• Advanced Database - In addition to data mining and warehousing, this course introduces database implications of efficient and effective

transaction processing, including error handling, data validation, security, stored procedures and triggers, record locking, commit and rollback.

DB2 is the primary relational database management system (RDBMS) used.
Flex Option Specialization at a Glance
Degree: Bachelor of Science in Computer Information Systems

Specialized track: Create Your Own Flex Option
College: Information Technology
Semesters: 8 full time semesters
Minimum credit hours required for graduation: 124
Accelerated option: Earn your bachelor's degree in Computer Information Systems in as few as 3 years if you attend class year-round.
Location: KDC University offers you a great deal of flexibility. You can take your classes on campus, online, or a mix of both —whatever best 
fits your schedule and your life.

Web Development and Administration Specialization
Master the skills needed to conceive, design, build, program, and manage web sites. This web development and administration specialization
offers courses in both front-end and back-end programming. Front-end includes designing the navigation and tools of a given site, while back-
end entails establishing database and hardware infrastructure. Apply your advanced Web Development and Administration skills to all kinds of
web applications, even complex e-commerce sites. With this technical expertise, you'll know how to incorporate the security measures
necessary to protect web-based applications from external threats and safeguard customer privacy and accessibility.

Web Development and Administration Courses

• Principles of E-Commerce – Providing comprehensive coverage of a broad spectrum of e-commerce principles, models, and practices, this

course explores Internet marketing and retailing; payment and order fulfillment; and various e-commerce models such as business-to-

business (B2B) and consumer-to-consumer (C2C).

• Web Architecture – This course introduces students to web architecture and connectivity. Topics include Internet protocols such as

transmission control protocol/Internet protocol (TCP/IP); domain name server (DNS); simple mail transfer protocol (smtp), hypertext transfer

protocol (http) and file transfer protocol (ftp); and design of an Internet or corporate intranet infrastructure to meet specific needs.
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• Advanced Web Application Development – Building on basics of design, coding, and scripting, as well as

database connectivity for web-based applications., this course introduces concepts of data interchange, message exchange

and web application components. A programming language such as Java, C .Net or Visual Basic.Net is used to implement

business-related web-based applications.
Web Game Programming Specialization
Pursue your passion for gaming and interactive media with a bachelor's degree in Computer Information Systems with a

specialization in Web Game Programming (WGP). You'll master the multimedia tools and techniques used to create web-based

games, dynamic web pages, as well as training applications for consumer electronics and professional development. Upon

graduation, you will have gained an understanding of CSS, database integration, site management, XML, and Action Script—a skill

set sought after by employers nationwide.site management, XML, and Action Script—a skill set sought after by employers nationwide.

Web Game Programming Courses

• Interactive Web Page Scripting – Using a scripting language, students in this course design and script basic

interactive web page components and web-based games. Topics include basic programming fundamentals and

object handling techniques.

• Programming Multimedia for the Web – Students in this course use multimedia authoring tools and techniques to

create web-based games and dynamic web pages. Integrating and controlling multimedia assets such as movie

clips, sound effects, images, and animations are addressed.

• Game Development – Using an object-oriented game engine with libraries, students in this course apply game

design principles to develop sample games. Technical considerations and industry best practices are covered.
• Dynamic Web Site Development and Database Integration – This course introduces advanced techniques to

design and develop dynamic web sites through use of cascading style sheets (CSSs), integration of databases,

server-side scripting, and large site management.

• Multiplayer Online Game Development – Exploring design, development, and play characteristics of multiplayer

online games, students in this course install, configure, and maintain game server software; deploy a simple

multimedia game using the server; and manage and audit the server. Action Script is used to configure server

functionality.
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Congressman Michael Burgess-DC

Volunteering Hermann-Memorial Hospital, 

TX Medical Center

Late Professor Ali Mazrui-Windham 

Warwick, Houston Texas

Shape Community Center, San Antonio

Mexico Presidente Vincente Fox, World 

Affairs Council, Houston.
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Programs are arranged  to have exchange educational/cultural programs with schools.

Contact the School to find out the details.

Programs for Exchange include Nursing and Midwifery, Computer Specialties and Tele-

Production that include but not limited to Radio/television Broadcasting and Journalism.  

TEACH AND TOUR +256-702-412-510 e-mail teach.tour@kdcu.org



Tours in East Africa.

Source of the Nile River in Jinja and 

concomitant side trips:

-Tour of Jinja Town

-Tour of the Source of the Nile

-Boat-ride and guide on River Nile and 

Lake Victoria

-Tour of Bujagali Falls

-Forest Walk in Mabira Forest

Cost $200

Murchison Falls National Park and 

concomitant side trips:

-Ziwa Rhino Sactuary

-Budongo Forest Walk and Chimp Tracking

-Safari Game Drive

-River Nile Boat Ride

-Top of the Falls Excursion

-Dinners, Lunches, drinks and 

Accommodation

Total Cost $1400 

Queen Elizabeth Trip:

-Kibale National Park = $300

-Fort Portal Tourist Sites, as requested 

= $100

-Bugodi Swamp

-Crater Lakes

-Rwenzori National Park = $200

-Queen Elizabeth National Park = $700

-Ishasa = 300

-Chimp Tracking in Queen Elizabeth = $200

-Visit the equator

Total Cost is $1500 - Compare with 

Rwenzori Mountain (Mountain of the 

moon) 

Forest walk = $150

Botanical Gardens/Lake Victoria

Batonical Gardens = $100

Uganda Wildlife Education Center = 

$100

Boat-ride to Ssese Islands and Chimp 

Island = $250

Total Cost is $450

Mt. Elgon 

-Hiking in the mountain

-Visit Sipi Falls and hiking there 

with a guide

-Excursion into the community to see 

the circumcision rituals

-Visit the Jews (the Abayudaya)

Total Cost is $350

Compare with Pearl of Africa Tours 

($840 per 

person)www.pearlofafricatours.com

Nakuru National Park

Game Drive = $500

Nairobi National Park

Game Drive = $500

Semi Guided Tour of Nairobi = $100

Amboseli National Park

Two Game Drives = $700

Total Cost of Kenya trip is $1800

Rwenzori Mountain (Mountain of 

Bwindi National Park

-Permit =$500

-Lake Mburo National Park = 

$250 (with accommodation add 

$100)

-Lake Bunyonyi =$150

-Transportation =$400

Total Cost is $1300 (add $100 

if sleeping in Lake Mburo)

Rwanda Trip:

-Visiting the two genocide 

memorials

-Guided Tour of Kigali

Total Cost is $400

Trip to Goma, Congo

Total Cost is $200

Come Teach and Tour the beautiful 

East African Countries and or the 

Other way around. Do it in the 

United States as a Student 

Exchange. Mountain Golliras, Vast 

lands and great animals to see. 

The food and the beauty of African 

Safaris. Your Airline Ticket and 

Tour fees, we provide a place to 

stay for Free while teaching.

Students can Volunteer in Uganda And 
the United States and tour as well. Come 
have an experience: 011-256-392-670-000
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Buganda Prime Minister Walusimbi and 

Minister of Health Hon. Nelson Kawalya
Congresswoman Virginia Fox

Judge……..Houston, Texas
A Team Visit from the United States.

President Vicente Fox
Congresswoman Shiela

Jackson Lee

Congressman. Jebb Harnsaling

Sudanese Delegation

Minister of Education: Hon. 

Fred Musaazi Masagazi.Vice President of Uganda, Hon. Ssekandi

Brigadier L. Kyanda
Congressman Tom Cole

AIGP. Felix Kaweesi
Sheikh Manzoor from 

Kashemere

Father and Grandfather

Nurse Kathryn visits 

from Oklahoma
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Kabaka Muwenda Mutebi II       Ssekabaka  F. Muteesa II              Ssekabaka Daudi Cwa II         Ssekabaka B. Mwanga II   

Ssekabaka Muteesa I

Prince A. Lord Prince M Ethan Princess C. Q. N. 
Balangirabazaala

Princess A-M. A. 
Muganzilwazza

Prince B.P. N. 
Batandabezaala

Prince Y. Nelson Prince J.G.K. Mawuba
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Any donations from  the 
purchasing of  this book 
benefits those vulnerable 
young men and women. 
Log in to the University 
Web Site for ISBN and 
ordering information.

King Daudi Cwa II Int’l Memorial University-Royal Hospital

Our Signature

Our Sports Signature
Lions and Horses
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